This work correlates resonant peaks from first principles calculation on ammonia (NH 3 ) Nitrogen 1s x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) within the methyl ammonium lead iodide perovskite (CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 ), and proposes a curve to determine the alignment of the methyl ammonium dipole if there exists angular dependence. The Nitrogen 1s XAS was performed at varying incident angles on the perovskite with and without a carbon nanotube (CNT) interface produced from an ultrasonic spray deposition. We investigated the peak contribution from PbI 2 and the poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene-2,7-diyl) with bipyridine (PFO-BPy) wrapped around the CNT, and used normalization techniques to better identify the dipole alignment. There was angular dependence on samples containing the CNT interface suggesting an existing dipole alignment, but there was no angular dependence on the perovskite samples alone; however, more normalization techniques and experimental work must be performed in order to ensure its validity and to better describe its alignment, and possible controlling factors.
INTRODUCTION
Solar cells have gained the attention of many researchers with hopes of mitigating future carbon emission from energy sources, which has been proven to have a relationship with global warming. The most typical solar cells are made by doped layers of silicon or a combination of elements from the III-V table and buffer layers, and with nearly 40 years of research shown by NREL's Best Research-Cell Efficiencies chart, these cells are reaching a power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 46%; however, negligible improvement rates in their cost and performance has led researchers, as well as the industry, to seek cheaper and Earth abundant alternatives. Among these alternatives, the perovskite family has been considered for solar cells within a mere 5 ~ 6 years, and it has already achieved a PCE greater than 20%. 1 The performance of the solar cells is critically dependent on the efficiency of charge transfer across the interfaces in a real device, and many of these properties for the perovskite family are not well understood. We will study this aspect for a model interface of CNT on a perovskite, which has shown premise. 2 In particular, the alignment of methyl ammonium dipole inside of the methyl ammonium trihalide perovsikites can modify the electronic levels near the interface. 3 The role of the methyl ammonium dipole inside of the perovskite has been inferred in previous papers, but it has not been confirmed. 4, 5 We will use first principles calculation to describe the dipole's alignment and perform XAS to confirm the alignment experimentally, which may give insight about its mechanism in the electron mobility, charge transport, electronic structure, and possible leads to further improve their efficiency.
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EXPERIMENTAL WORK
First principles calculations using StoBe were used to optimize the geometry of ammonia (NH 3 ) and for angular dependent x-ray spectra with a planar electric field. 6 The nitrogen atom was fixed to the origin with the hydrogen atoms sitting below the xy-plane, and it was optimized into C 3,v symmetry, which has shown to give valid generalizations. 7 The xray spectra calculations were performed by varying the incident angle. We plotted the 4a 1 * and 2e* amplitude corresponding to each polar angle, θ, from 0º to 90º in increments of 10º, and we used a periodic curve to closely fit each point; we also confirmed that varying the azimuth angle, φ, had no effect because the electric field was planar. We propose using this curve for experimental XAS to describe the alignment.
CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 perovskites were prepared by a solvent mixture technique previously done by Jeon et. al 8 onto a glass, F-doped SnO 2 (FTO), and TiO 2 stack, with half the samples having a CNT layer from ultrasonic spray deposition. 9 The samples were left in an inert gas except for when the CNT layer sprayed onto the perovskite. The N 1s XAS was performed on each sample at Stanford Radiation Light Source beam lines 8-2 and 10-1 varying the incident angle from 20º to 90º, and they were also tested for beam damage to ensure there were no energy shifts in progressive scans. In addition to the perovskite samples, gold, CNT on Au, the PFO-BPy on Au, and PbI 2 on FTO and glass were tested for a control sample and for normalization. The counts were measured from the auger electrons, sample current, and florescence light, and the data was normalized by the incoming current; the auger electrons and sample current provided the most profound curves, which were used for the analysis. The data was further normalized by removing linear lines, and implementing the Thomas-ReicheKuhn sum rule wherever reasonable in order to remove the background noise.
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CONCLUSION
The geometry optimization placed the hydrogen atoms to be planar with each other, but not with the nitrogen atom, which was fixed to the origin. The coordinates are given in Table I . The first principles supported angular dependence on the x-ray spectra for ammonia, and the ionization potential was 409.7 eV, although it has been experimentally found to be 406.6 eV.. 7 There were three prominent peaks at 405.9, 407.7, and 408.9 eV as seen in fig. 1 , and each respectively correlated to 4a 1 *, 2e*, and a Rydberg peak. The 4a 1 * would completely deplete if the electric field was across the xy-plane. Conversely, its amplitude would be its largest when the electric field was across the z-axis. The 4a 1 * peak had a noticeable relationship to XAS transitions to the 2p z orbital, and given the dipole selection rule, peaks would only be detect for transitions to p-type oribtals. The 2e* peak would never completely deplete but it would be at its minimum amplitude when the electric field was along or parallel to the z-axis, and at its maximum amplitude when the electric field was across the xy-plane; the Rydberg peak would closely follow the 2e* trend, but its results are reasonable compared to previously reported research. 7, 10 The amplitudes of each peak were plotted against θ, and a periodic curve was fitted to its trend. Clearly, scaled and shifted curves cos 2 (θ) and sin 2 (θ) could very closely approximate the amplitude for 4a 1 * and 2e* in fig. 2 . The two curves were also related to each other because if 4a 1 * increased, then the 2e* peak would decrease; the converse is also true. The maximum amplitude of 4a 1 * and the minimum amplitude of 2e* is the theoretical alignment of the x-ray along the dipole C-N bond.
Experimental N 1s XAS was done on the CNT on Au, and on the PFO-BPy on Au at beam line 10-1, and the results are shown in fig. 3 . The PFO-BPy had a noticeable peak at 396.6 eV, and the CNTs had strong peaks from the pyridine at 396.5 eV and nitrogen doping at 398.9 eV. . 6) ; however, there was no noticeable change to the 4a 1 * peak. This could be because of the bond between C-N, and first principles will need to be performed on methyl ammonium. The XAS on the PbI 2 on FTO and glass suggest that the Pb (4d transitions) ( fig. 7 ) and the pyridine in the CNT is dominating also over the 4a 1 * peak in, in fig. 8 , although this could be from the contamination noticed on the Au. If the entire peak contribution is from Pb or pyridine, our interpretation of 4a 1 * will require other methods. Pyridine and graphene have previously been reported to have angular dependence as well, 11,13 and we have not been able to propose a normalization technique which would remove their angular dependence from the dipole's dependence should it exist. Larger energy range x-ray absorption may help with CNT layer to help with normalization, and removing curves from experimental angular x-ray spectra on the CNT layer and pyridine alone. Pyridine also has multiple peaks and the ration between the prominent peak and another might be another normalization technique. 14 The periodic curve along the 4a 1 * and 2e* amplitudes for each angle (scaled in 3 fig. 8 ) was not consistent with the theoretical calculations because the change in amplitude between 70º and 90º is not periodic. Although the relationship between 4a 1 * and 2e* was still preserved, this was not true for the concavity of their fitted curve. Unusual amplitude change suggests an error with the current normalization, so the alignment could not be characterize without further study, but the CNT or pyridine may have a controlling factor in the methyl ammonium's alignment, which is supportive of the controlled energy levels between the interfaces. 
